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Article abstract
Focusing our research on the translation of proverbs from one language to
another, our goal has been to build up a parallel corpus of proverbs in three
languages: German, French and Bété, from the Ivory Coast. The translation of
orally quoted Bété proverbs was particularly difficult because there is no
paremiological written source, which is not the case for the other languages.
The fact that it is easy to find proverb glossaries in international influent
languages and, from these glossaries, to find paremiological correspondents
has been a major factor in concealing those long and complicated cognitive
mecanisms which are instrumental in conveying the figurative thought from
language A to language B. A proverb, in spite of its morphological and syntactic
structure, is a language unit which stands apart from an ordinary sentence. It
is still a phrase based on propositional content and on morphological and
syntactical structures. Thus, translating a proverb also entails the transfer of
not only the idea or meaning of the fixed phrase, but also, and as far as
possible, the structure.
In this article, we try to devise a method of translation for paremiological units
to assist linguists who collect proverbs from languages considered as minor
and compare them with those of the international influent languages. We have
also analyzed the metaphorical proverb itself with special attention to its
semantic and morphological characteristics.
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